Judge: Mrs. Sari Brewster Tietjen

**Best of Breed**

**GCH LAFFORD FLY ME TOO FARLEYSBANE.**  
TS1297501. 11-29-07. By Bodebi Ray Of Sucess To Lafford - Farleysbane Fly High.  
Dog. Owner: Elyse Vandermolen & Sharon Newcomb, Santa Fe, NM 875058159.  
Breeder: Carol P Lees.

**Best of Winners**

**DENZEL THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE.**  
TS 04248501. 12-29-10. By CH Denzel Can't Be Imitated - CH Denzel Devil-May-Care.  

**Best of Opposite Sex**

**DENZEL SHEER DELIGHT.**  

**Select Dog**

**CH BETLEN RIEGEL SHE'S A LADY.**  
Owner: Elizabeth Lennon, Lake Ariel, PA 18436. Breeder: Elizabeth Lennon & Carlotta Dennie.

**Select Bitch**

**GCH WILDFIRE ON THE EDGE.**  
Awards of Merit

CH BETLEN RIEGEL SHE'S A LADY.

GCH MUNECA BETTING ON BELMONT.

GCH WILDFIRE ON THE EDGE.

Winners Dog

DENZEL THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE.

Reserve Winners Dog

BETLEN GIBB'S RULE #1 NEVER SCREW OVER YOUR PARTNER.

Winners Bitch

JOSANDRE'S LADY SUNSHINE.

Reserve Winners Bitch

DENZEL MASTERPIECE.
Best Puppy

**JOSANDRE'S LADY SUNSHINE.**

Best Bred-By Exhibitor

**DENZEL THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE.**

Best Veteran

**CH BETLEN RIEGEL SHE'S A LADY.**

Best Phalène

**SWEET ANGEL DREAMS FINESSE.**

Best Junior Handler

**Tegan Stone.**
GCH MUNECA BETTING ON BELMONT.